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HCL’s CIG (Cloud
Integration Gateway)
Deployment Package
for SAP/Ariba
Network Customers
What is CIG?

Where does HCL fit in?

The SAP® Ariba® Cloud Integration Gateway delivers a
single gateway to integrate your SAP ERP systems, SAP
Ariba cloud applications, and the Ariba Network to enhance
the speed and ease of integration, and maximize cost and
efficiency benefits across your source-to-pay process.

HCL was one of SAP’s first system integration partners to
actually deploy CIG for a large energy company in 2019.
As an early adopter of this innovation, we are ahead of
the curve on lessons learned and have launched a rapid
deployment offering to help our Ariba customers modernize
their integration process in the most cost effective way
possible.

Why should I adopt CIG?

As a trusted Ariba partner, we are also in a unique position
to provide forward looking and strategic consulting based
on SAP’s roadmap for CIG expansion into integrating other
third party systems to/from Ariba
Our first step is to provide a free assessment to right-size a
plan to meet your own unique situation.
OUTPUTS

INPUTS

Besides providing a simpler and easier to maintain
integration method, customers should be aware and plan
for the fact that the SAP Ariba cloud integration (CI)
solution – including CI-9 support package (SP) 1 and SP2 –
as well as the SAP Business Suite add-on, will be sunset on
December 31, 2021. As a result, innovations are delivered
only through the SAP Ariba Cloud Integration Gateway.
• HCL Tools and Assets
• SAP Tools (CIG mapping tool, Ariba
Commerce automation tool, etc.)
• Customer Strategy and Challenges

• Ariba CIG Adoption Roadmap
• Plan for Pre-Migration Activities
• Business Case

Assessment Scope Items
• Instance Strategy
• Standard CIG/
Customized CIG
• Deployment Plan

• Fit/Gap
• To-Be Architecture
• Roadmap

• OCM Considerations
• Agile/DevOps Adoption
• Testing Strategy

• UI Strategy
• Data Assessment
• Security Impact

Business Case
Unique HCL
differentiations

HCL Benefits
Realization Framework

HCL template-based
CIG best practices

Human-centered
design
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The next step is to execute the plan. The following infographic represents a typical CIG migration (variable depending
on how much customization exists within your current environment and how many systems are to be integrated). Cost
effectiveness is achieved by leveraging significant offshore capability and following a well-defined, repeatable process.
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Custom migration options are also available as required.

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through
values like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration, applied
innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now, 149,000+
Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the ContractTM with 500 customers in 45 countries. How can I help you?
TM
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If you want to find out more, please contact us at the following email address: sapconsulting@hcl.com

